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Minutes:

SENATOR SCHOBINGER opened the hearing on SB 2321. Committee members present

included: Sens. R. Sehobinger, D. Mutch, D. Cook, D. O'Connell, V. Thompson, and D. Bercier.

SENATOR KEITH TOMAC, DISTRICT 31 testified in support of SB 2321. We need to

continue to discuss this issue until we find a solution. This bill involves the damage disclosure

statement that is currently required if one buys a car that has more than $5,000 worth of damage

or 40% of the value. My constituent will testify later that he did buy a vehicle that had some

damage but had he known the vehicle was damaged as much as it was he would not have

purchased it in the first place.

This bill states if the damage meets the thresholds that are currently in existence then on the

damage disclosure at the time of sale there must be the full dollar amount of damage. This will

allow an informed consumer to make a choice. I hope it doesn't happen where we repeal the
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whole section on informing the consumer and just stating a "buyer beware" clause. This may

allow the consumer to sue and allow out of state interests to come into ND and wash the title

hurting consumers in another state. Let's require that the seller reveal the total amount of

damage so the consumer can make a purchase with their eyes open.

SENATOR COOK I want to categorize vehicle damage into three categories: (1) damage under

$5,000 or 40% of the vehicle can be fixed and nothing will show up on registration; (2) damage

under 75% but over 40% is where we need damage disclosure forms; and (3) damage over 75%

of the vehicle requires a salvage title, correct?

SENATOR TOMAC I believe that is correct. In the third category, salvage titles may be

changed to damage disclosure titles.

SENATOR COOK The gentleman who will testify, the vehicle he bought should have had a

salvage title but did not?

SENATOR TOMAC It did at one time have a salvage title but was changed to a damage title.

REPRESENTATIVE DENNIS RENNER, DISTRICT #31 testified in support of SB 2321.

LORON SKUTTEBERG, CARSON testified in support of SB 2321. I bought a vehicle and was

told it fell under the $5,000 damage disclosure. After three weeks, I did not receive the title so I

did some research. I found out it had a salvage title and $12,000 worth of damage to it. It was a

1994 Buick and I paid $9,000 for it; it had $12,000 worth of damage.

SENATOR BERCIER Did you try to return it?

LORON SKUTTEBERG I did return the title but I lost $1,000 on it.

SENATOR COOK It seems the problem is with the salvage title and not necessarily the damage

disclosure.
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LORON SKUTTEBERG One statement in damage disclosure-the owner shall disclose this

damage when selling the car. If the money the insurance company pays the owner for the car is

included on the damage disclosure it takes all of the questions away.

SENATOR COOK When you bought the car were you aware of damage disclosure and salvage

LORON SKUTTEBERG I knew it was in place hut 1 didn't know much about it.

SENATOR COOK If we did not have a damage disclosure law and it was more of a "buyer

beware" would you have inspected the car more thoroughly.

LORON SKRETTEBERG It comes down to trusting the people who sell you the car.

JACQUIE WHITE, BURLINGTON testified in support of SB 2321. I purchased a car in 1996.

I was told the car had been vandalized by a baseball bat. The windows and lights were shattered

and because of this it had to be repainted. The salesman explained the damage disclosure to me

and said the limit was at $3,000. The car was in beautiful shape. I purchased the car and things

started going wrong with it right away. A year and a half later the transmission went out on a

two year old car. When I took it in to have it fixed, they found sand and gravel in the bottom of

the transmission and asked me if it had been in the flood. Upon further digging in the motor

vehicle department and more electronical problems with my car, I found the car had been stolen

from its previous owner and driven into a lake. I was told it had $3,000 worth of damage when it

actually had $7,100 worth of damage. There was no salvage damage on any of the titles. The

insurance company informed the Attorney General's office that they had totaled out the car and it

had been sold through the salvage pool but there was no salvage title stamped on our title. Had I

known this I certainly would not have bought the car.
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SENATOR COOK Where was the car fixed?

JACQUIE WHITE It was fixed at a repair shop in Minot.

SENATOR COOK I wonder what the penalty is for someone who fixes a car and doesn't

disclose the proper information.

TOM SMITH, INSURANCE COMPANIES testified in a neutral position. We have some

concerns about this bill. When an insurance company insures a vehicle, there are occasions when

a vehicle is damaged up to 70% to 80% of its value. They will then total out the vehicle and pay

the owner of the vehicle the value of the vehicle depending on what it is listed in the Blue Book.

The vehicle still has a value to it. The insurance companies will sell the vehicle to the salvage

yards. They may have made a $9,000 payment to the owner of that vehicle but then were only

paid $2,000 fi-om the salvage yard. I'm not sure that will work on this type of situation whether

you have to disclose the $12,000 or the amount of the actual cost to repair the vehicle. On a

federal level if a vehicle was damaged at 75% or more then the vehicle would have to carry the

status of a salvage title for the life of that vehicle. It died on the federal level, however.

KEITH KISER, DIRECTOR OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE DEPARTMENT We are responsible

for administrating the collection and the recording of the information relating to the damage

disclosure act. I am testifying in a neutral position. We are concerned because this bill will

ereate more work for our office and we are not in position right now to do the work in our

budget.

SENATOR COOK If a vehicle is transferred from one family member, do you just sign over the

title or do you also have to sign a damage disclosure form saying there wasn't any damage?
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KEITH KISER The procedure right now is that you would have to do a damage disclosure form

on every transfer of ownership for vehicles that fall within the age category. There is always a

requirement to fill out a damage disclosure when the vehicle is transferred.

SENATOR COOK To get full protection, a seller will get a form when they first buy the car.

They are also available through the Internet and mail. The first question a consumer should ask

is about the damage disclosure. How many people come in to transfer a title with no damage

disclosure?

KEITH KISER There are significant numbers. Private sales are the least likely to be aware of

the damage disclosure.

SENATOR COOK A typical transaction when sold the car is to get the title and then the damage

disclosure form needs to be filled out.

KEITH KISER The seller needs to complete the form.

SENATOR COOK We need to educate people so they know this law is for their benefit.

KEITH KISER Yes, we do need to educate and protect the buyer.

SENATOR THOMPSON The witnesses talked about the difficulty finding the information.

How could we find that information before we buy?

KEITH KISER I don't know, just keep asking questions.

SENATOR THOMPSON We have to protect against those who aren't honest.

KEITH KISER There are more problems with private party transactions but there are some

problems with dealerships.

SENATOR THOMPSON There is not a smooth transition in following up on damaged and

totaled vehicles.
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KEITH KISER The records are in our office to find out the information. The information

regarding damage on a vehicle only comes into our office after the vehicle is sold. Under the

current law, if a vehicle has under $5,000 or 40% damage there is no requirement telling the

buyer how much damage was done.

SENATOR COOK How many states have damage disclosure laws?

KEITH KISER ND, SD, and lA have damage disclosure laws that I'm aware of; most states have

something that relates to salvage laws.

SENATOR COOK If a vehicle was damaged in ND and was transferred to Minnesota to be

repaired the seller may never be required to inform the buyer that the car was damaged because

Minnesota does not have the damage disclosure law, correct?

KEITH KISER Because we don't have consistent laws, there is the opportunity to wash off the

brand that was on that title.

SENATOR COOK No matter how we improve this, there will always be a certain element of

buyer beware. We don't want to give the perception to the buyers that they are safe under this

law and don't have to beware.

KEITH KISER There is always an element of risk. You cannot depend on 100% safety with the

damage disclosure.

SENATOR COOK We should focus more on the penalties or the people who are intentionally

trying to clean up the title so the proper information is not on it.

KEITH KISER I don't know if there are any simple solutions.

SENATOR THOMPSON How long does it take for a consumer to check on a vehicle?
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KEITH KISER It would take five or ten minutes to track the history of that vehicle. If you are

the owner of that vehicle, we don't charge you to do that.

SENATOR THOMPSON Do most of the people who do that check come in after the fact?

KEITH KISER The majority of the people do this after the fact. There are services on the

Internet that will do these checks for you.

SENATOR COOK Do we not have any lemon laws where Loron would have been protected and

received his money back?

KEITH KISER The lemon laws apply only to new vehicle purchases. No, we do not.

SENATOR TOMAC The question I have is how do we solve it? We need to provide more access

to the consumer. Another missing element is that the insurance companies are not required to

take possession of the title. If an insurance company was required to take possession of a salvage

title, there would be a true record of what actually had gone wrong with that vehicle.

SENATOR SCHOBINGER How would it work with a title held by a financial institute for an

insurance company to take possession of that title?

SENATOR TOMAC I'm sure the process is in place.

SENATOR COOK How would that apply to car dealerships? They don't get their name on the

SENATOR TOMAC I'm not sure but it's a small step. But that would certainly create a log with

what is going on with that vehicle.

DAVE HUEY, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL testified in a neutral position by

answering questions. We get about one complaint a week in this area because of the economic

loss. Typically, the insurance companies have to make a damage disclosure, but it never gets
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filed with the Department of Motor Vehicle because they never title the vehicle in their own

name. They only become on record when there is a title transfer.

SENATOR COOK Are any of these complaints from those who had expensive cars with damage

and were required to put a damage disclosure on it and now because it's not worth what it was

before, they want more from the insurance companies?

DAVE HUEY No. When an insurance company pays out on a vehicle they will pay what it costs

to fix the vehicle. They won't pay you for the market loss if you want to sell the vehicle.

SENATOR COOK If there is $5,000 worth of hail damage on a car and it is completely fixed

isn't that car worth more than a vehicle with damage disclosure?

DAVE HUEY I don't try to second guess the market place.

SENATOR COOK Would you offer anything different as a solution?

DAVE HUEY I don't have any solutions. The two biggest weaknesses are; (1) the ease of the

salvage title being converted to a damage title; and (2) there ought to be a record of the chain of

title. This way there is a record of what the insurance company has paid out on the life of a

vehicle.

SENATOR BERCIERI don't think the title should have the ability to change back. The buyer

should make that decision.

DAVE HUEY That may also be a solution.

KEITH KISERI just want to point out that vehicle history is accessible either by phone, mail or

Internet.

SENATOR SCHOBINGER Is there any other testimony? We will close SB 2321.

February 11, 1999-Tape 2
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SENATOR COOK How many would like to repeal this section? We created a branded title to

remove the "buyer beware" notion so that a buyer can buy a car and feel safe doing that but even

with the branded title we can't remove the "buyer beware" market. There is no assurance

amongst a number of ears that they should have a branded title. It is still a "buyer beware"

market but what we are doing is giving a false sense of communication that it is not a "buyer

beware" market and we do more harm than we do good. My other concern about this bill is that

it was introduced for the man from Carson who got ripped off when buying a ear. The problem

there is that he couldn't get all of his money back. If we want to solve a problem, we should do

something that should get their money back if something like that happens. There is a lot of

misinformation about what a branded title does.

SENATOR SCHOBINGER It did directly benefit me ( he gave an example).

SENATOR COOK Were you not saved by a salvage title?

SENATOR THOMPSON Senator Cook may be right but 1 would hate to give up. 1 would rather

that we try to make it work better. On line 12, it says "the statement must disclose the total

amount". Mr. Smith testimony suggested just the cost of the vehicle.

TOM SMITH The legislation said disclose the amount of insurance pajmient or something.

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM It's fine if you want an estimate of the damage but what business

of it is on the person buying the car how much the guy got from insurance for it.

TOM SMITH The individual testifying said the vehicle was involved in an accident and the

insurance company totaled out the vehicle. They will often pay the value of the vehicle and then

they pay a portion of the vehicle and then sell it to a salvage yard to recoup a little money.

Salvage titles in ND can be cleaned. We need to make sure once a vehicle does have a salvage
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title on it that it can't be cleaned because to tie it to the insurance payments it could cause a lot of

confusion. Once a vehicle has been totaled it should have a salvage title. Many times, once a

vehicle has a salvage title it can be inspected and changed but it should have a "previously

salvaged" mark on it.

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM Would this bill be in better shape if on page 1, line 13 after "motor

vehicle" the rest of the underscored sentence was removed?

TOM SMITH It would be a lot more workable.

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM The damage was covered by insurance but what about a $500 or

$1000 deductible. So $3,000 worth of damage looks like $2,000.

SENATOR O'CONNELL I propose an amendment to remove half of line 12 and all of lines 13

and 14.

SENATOR THOMPSON I second it.

SENATOR SCHOBINGERI don't have a problem keeping the disclosure law that we have now

and putting on page 3, line 6 "previously salvaged".

SENATOR O'CONNELL I withdraw my amendment motion.

SENATOR THOMPSON I withdraw my motion.

SENATOR THOMPSON I make a motion for an amendment to take out the underscore on lines

12-14 on page 1 and on page 3 we take out line 7-10.

SENATOR SCHOBINGER I second the amendment.

SENATOR THOMPSON Any other changes are just technical.

A voice vote was taken on the proposed amendment. It passed unanimously.
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SENATOR B. STENEHJEM Does it make sense on page 1, line 22 the motor vehicle body

damage means a change in the body or structure of the motor vehicle? I like it better in the

beginning where it says motor vehicle damage means a change in the body or structure of motor

vehicle.

SENATOR THOMPSON I think Legislative Council did that. Motor vehicle damage maybe

they are taking about engine damage instead of body damage. It's specifying what body is.

SENATOR COOK I'd like to further amend this. On page 2, line 2 change $5,000 to $8,000.

SENATOR MUTCH I second that motion.

A voice vote was taken (4 Yeas, 2 Nays and 1 Absent and Not Voting). Amendment was

adopted.

SENATOR COOK I motion for a Do Pass as Amended.

SENATOR THOMPSON I second that motion.

SENATOR SCHOBINGER 1 will vote against the bill as it stands. I think $5,000 or 40% is

already pretty high. It raises as the vehicle gets more expensive.

A roll call vote was taken (4 Yeas, 2 Nays, and 1 Absent and Not Voting).

Senator Cook will carry SB 2321.
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Page 1, line 12, remove "The statement must disclose the total amount of"

Page 1, remove lines 13 and 14

Page 2, line 2, overstrike "five" and insert immediately thereafter "eight"

Page 3, line 7, remove "In addition, the owner of the vehicle shall provide a damage disclosure"
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE

SB 2321: Transportation Committee (Sen. B. Stenehjem, Chairman) recommends
AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS
(5 YEAS, 2 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). SB 2321 was placed on the Sixth
order on the calendar.

Page 1, line 12, remove "The statement must disclose the total amount of"

Page 1, remove lines 13 and 14

Page 2, line 2, overstrike "five" and insert immediately thereafter "eight"

Page 3, line 7, remove "In addition, the owner of the vehicle shall provide a damage
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Page 3, remove lines 8 and 9

Page 3, line 10, remove "39-05-17.2."

Renumber accordingly
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Minutes: iy
CHAIRMAN REISER OPENED THE HEARING ON SB 2321; A BILL RELATING TO

VEHICLE DAMAGE DISCLOSURE.

SENATOR TOMAC opened the hearing on SB 2321. (See written testimony).

CHAIRMAN REISER asked Sen. Tomac why the Senate amended the change of 5,000 to 8,000.

SENATOR TOMAC said he didn't know. He noted that he was not consulted when the Senate

Transportation committee made the change.

REPRESENTATIVE DENNIS RENNER, District 31, testified in support of SB 2321. He

simply offered his support, saying that it is a good bill and that he urged a Do Pass.

LAWRENCE SCRETTEBERG, Carson, testified in support of SB 2321. (See attached article

about Skretteberg.) He noted that when this happened to him, it was devastating. When you
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sign a damage disclosure, you only see if it has been damaged. It does not say if it has been

salvaged. This will add that.

KENT OLSON, ND Professional Insurance Agents, testified in support of SB 2321. He urged

support of the bill.

REP. MEYER asked what the salvage title does.

KENT said that the salvage title is put on when the vehicle has had a significant loss of worth.

The title will have a salvage title on it when the vehicle is fixed.

JACKIE WHITE, Minot, testified in support of SB 2321. She noted an experience that happened

to her in September of 1996. She bought a used vehicle fî om a Minot dealer and was informed

of a damage disclosure. She was told that the vehicle had been vandalized with a baseball bat

and that there was just over $3,000 worth of damage. Once she had purchased the vehicle, many

little things started happening. At 40,000 miles, the transmission fell out. When they took it

apart, sand and gravel was found in the bottom of the transmission. The truth then came out that

the vehicle had actually been stolen and driven into a lake. It had sustained over $7,100 worth of

damage.

REP. LEMIEUX asked Jackie what the value of the car was in comparison.

JACKIE said that a damage disclosure subtracts $2,000 from the book value automatically. This

car she bought for $7,500 and it was only worth $2,000 on resale.

BILL DELMORE, American Family Insurance and the Kelsch Law Firm, testified to answer a

question brought forth. He noted that the change fi"om 5 to 8,000 may be a problem.

REP. LEMIEUX aske dif the disclosure being the suggested retail price might be a better method

to approach this.
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BILL said that that was true, however the percentage might be a better way to look at it. If an

$18,000 car sustained $9,000 worth of damage, that may lead to misperceptions.

DAVID HUEY, Attorney General's Office, testified neutrally on SB 2321. He mentioned that

the Attorney General's Office participated in crafting this legislation and that they are in favor of

the concept of the bill, but not in the amendment that the Senate passed. They are against raising

the threshold from 5 to $8,000 as it has much been a source of contention.

CHAIRMAN KEISER CLOSED THE HEARING ON SB 2321.

REP. MICKELSON moved to ADOPT THE AMENDMENT to move $8,000 back to $5,000.

REP. MEYER seconded the motion. The motion carried. The amendment was adopted on a

unanimous voice vote.

REP. MICKELSON moved a DO PASS AS AMENDED. REP. MEYER seconded the motion,

the motion carried.

ROLL CALL - 8 YEA, 2 NAE, 5 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING.

FLOOR ASSIGNMENT - REP. MICKELSON
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We have daily and weekend
rates. Trailers and clothing
available. Call for special
packages. Leisure Sport
Rentals, 667-9911.

FOR SALE]

hOR SAuE; 1972 Cheetah
340cc Arctic Cat. 1974 Ski-
Doo 340cc. Used sleds pre
1974 and parts. We repair
Snowmobiles 701-938-
4133 days, 701-938-4671
evenings.
1991 SKI DOG MACH I;
617CC. 2300 rdles. $1500
.Also, 1970 Tornado: 375HP
455, FWD, $1000. 663-
7936.

Wed.

*1999 SKIDOO SUMMIT
SOO. like new, $5,800. New
DAD pipe S chip combo for
Arctic Cat 600 EFI, paid
$500. asking $350 Catl256-
1^99; .
PARTING OUT: POLARIS
XCR&XLrs: motor, SKS kit,
studded track. Dynaport
tuned pipes, suspension
parts, etc. CaH 254-4052 or
391-7951.

J'S AUTO
& SPORTS!

Grmi, 29,000 iiiiies

1997 CavaUer
Red, miles

*8990

1995 Grand Am SE Sport
White. 3J.i,kW mites

»8990
1996 Grand Prix SE

White, 42,iKH) mites

*10,995

SMALL E^aier, BIG Heart
EairDeaist

Hwy. 33 • UnderaooJ, ND
1-800-530-5747 •701-442-5747

Sth Wteels & Travel Trailers

ARE HERE!
Pace m-row ■ Bounder ■ Terry

Sunlite ■ Coleman

1991 Chevrolet

Silverado 3/4 Ton 4x4
350, V8, 4 speed, PS.
PB, air, tilt: cruise, grill

guard, R. boards,
sold It new

Silverado t/2 Ton 4x4
350. Ve, auto.,- PS, PB,
air. loa-ded with all the

options

^

1984 Chevrolet

Silverado 3/4 Ton 4x4

6 cylinder, 4 speed trans.,
PS, PB,

Special of the Week

^3095

4 cyL. auto., PS, PB_ air
EW, DL, cass., tilt, cruise.

ES, 64,500 miles, very
clean oar

»4590

1994 Chevrolet S10

Ex. Cab LS
4 cyl., auto., PS, PB, air,
one owner, was $8995

NOW^SI 99

1995 Chevrolet
Cheyenne 1/2 Ton 2x4
V3, auto., PS, PB, air, tilt,
cruise, 63,000 miles, one

owner, Was $12,900

noiv*11,900
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1986 POURIS INDY 400:
liquid cooled, independent
suspension, new clutch,
hand & thumb warmers.
Also, JD 440 Cyclone; fres^i
cverhauL new track, $
GDI. Call 254-4052 or 391-
TO51;
1981 POLARIS CUTLASS
440SS electtio start 2100
miles, oil injected, $700 firm.
CaH 223-4932 after 9:00
p.m.

"Tngft Recovery's. Repo's &
IfiSurancE Cars

"Most Ve-hicies are Driveabla

98 Olds Intrigue
98 Grand Prix GT

98 Buick LeSabre

98 Ranger P/U Ext. Cab
98 Freightliner Semi
97 Toyota Camry LE
97 Pontlac Transport
97 Isuzu Rodeo 4x4

97 Toyota 4-Runn» Limited
97 Bonneville SE

96 Honda Accord EX

96 Taurus LX

^ Lincoln Continental
96 Dodge Grand Caravan
96 Explorer
96 Monte Carlo Z-34
95 Chevy Ext. Cab PAJ
95 Cavalier Z-24

95 Grand Prix SE

95 LeBaron Convertible:
95 Probe GT 21 k

94 Ford Escort Wagon
94 Chrysler Concorde
94 Explorer Eddie Bauer
94 Plymouth Sundance i

[Senftfier Chev., Olds, Pont, Inc.
MerriGdIf Sty

•(60S, 437-ZZOt • 1-aOO-6ZB-0SB'<t
• After hours (60S, 437-Z3S3

91 Grand Prix SE

■91 Honda Accord tX
91 Buick Riviera

Arriving Soon
98 Olds Intrigue 4 dr.
96 Grand Cherokee LMT
16 Chevy Ext. Cab 4x4
96 Cutlass Supreme
96 Taurus GL 30k

4<EN'SAUT0 INC.
95 North 2nd St.

Strasburg, ND 58573
701-336-7563

SHaP, COMPAnE cwl SA^E tUi PFEIPtM
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Law not a guarantee
Car damage disclosure doesn't always give complete story

JOE GARDYAS2, Bismtirc* Tnhune

When Loron Skreltcberg drove his 1994 Buick Cen
tury off the lot last November, he knew from ̂ e dealer
that the car had been damaged What he didn't know
ard what the dealer didn't have to tell him — was Ihsu-.
tlie car had been totnled in a previous accident

Under North Dakota s vehicle damage disclosure
law, sellers of any 1991 or older model vehicle nre
required to disclose m writing whether it has sustained
damage above set limits

I lowevcr, as the Carson resident learned, the law
doesn't necessarily protect consumers from buying cars
that have had significantly more damage than Ljiey've
been led to believe.

When Skretteberg bought the car in November 1997,
the dealer told him it had sustained S3.000 in damage to .
the doore. which had been repaired.

The law requires that, for a title to be transferred,
the seller must complete a form telling the buyer if
there has been damage to the vehicle The seller must
mark "yes" on the form If the damage is greater than

15,000, or 40 per-
cent of the pre-

i  damaged value.'It's certainly less ,,
than a perfect sys- realize the form's
tem. The intent KSSX.
when the law was the dealer told him,
P3SS8(I in 1991| Ashedrovethe
was to make con-
sumers more aware weren't right with
itlBrB W3S SOftlB" tigadng its paper-
thing about therar Motor Vehicles dlvl-

'"ed^covered
3W3r6 of in3l IHSy tlie vehicle had car-
affect their buying
decision on that ^0^^™^
VehlClO. S12.n00forltasft

total loss. After a
Keith Kiser, director ol rfp«ir com-

., , , , r-i • P^my fixed it and
Motor VshicISS Division had it inspected by

the Highway Patrol,
the dealer was able

lo buy it with a new title replacing the salvage title,
indicating only that there had been damage

"I thought that with this law they had to tell vou. «
that, but they don't," said SWetteberg, after taking the
matter to two different private attorneys and filing a
complaint with the attorney general's office.

Returning the car to the dealer a month later, Skret
teberg got back most of the 17,600 he paid for the car
— less $1,000 kept by the dealer.

Parrel] Grossman, the attorney general's consumer
protection division director, said there was no evidence
the dealer broke the law.

"We told (Skretteberg) that it would be difficult lo
argue to a court that fraud was Involved," Grossman
said. "It appears to be a question of whether he under
stood the document he signed or not."

Was there a loophole in the law that allowed him to
unloiowingly buy a totaled car?

"I don't think there was a loophole, because the Indi
vidual knew there had been damage on the vehicle and
could have contacted the Department of TVansporta-
tion," Grossman said.

If there had been a pattern of activity of a dealer or
Individual selling vehicles in which repairs exceeded
the limits and the forms did not Indicate there had been
damage, the attorney general's office would prosecute
for fraud, he added.

Of the 10 CO 15 damage disclosure complaints they
handle each year, the majority Involve sales between
pnvale parties rather than a sale by a dealer, Grossman
said. "We really don't think this is a problem that arises

Loron SKrottobofO of Carson holds a portion of the paperwork he uncovered thai showed ihe used car
he bouqht, a 1994 Buick Century, below, had sigmticant damage The stales vehicle darnage disclosure
law requires sellers to indicate whether cars have been damaged but the required orm fa is short o-
telling Ihe whole story.

North Dakota deal-
era," hp said.

Grossman said ^
he's aware oftwo
cases In which North
Dakota dealers got
stung with cars that
they had bought :
from of state

later

cases
.-;fund«d the ais-
tomere money and
absorbed tlie loss, he said

Last year the attorney general's office received an
"assurance of discontinuance" agreement from an indi
vidual who was buying wrecked cars from insurance
companies and reselUng them after making repairs.

In most cases they investigate, proving someone
knowingly sold a damaged vehicle and the amount of
damage is difHcult, Grossman said. For that reason,
few cases go forward for prosecution.

North Dakota is among just a handful of states that
have enacted a damage disclosure law for vehicles
Because of this, it can be virtually impossible to track
down Information on some vehicles that have come
from out of state.

"In some cases, depending on what's happened lo
the vehicle, it can be virtually Impossible to find out
whether it's been wrecked,' said Keith Kiser, director of
the Motor Vehicles Division,

Simply getting a "no" marked on the form doesn't
mean a potential buyer shouldn't get more information
about the car, said Kiser, Additionally, because the actu-
aJ amount of damage doesn't have to be stated on the
form, getting a "yes" should also trigger more ques
tions.

"It's certainly less than a perfect system." Kiser said
The intent when the law was passed in 1991 was to
make consumers more aware there was something

about the car they should be aware of that may affect
their buying decision on that vehicle

Since the law became effective in 1992. approxi
mately 6,000 vehicles have been sold that had damage
exceeding the damage disclosure limits

Car buyers can protect themselves by iiavmg a vnhi-
cIp inspected by a reputable mechanic or body sh'jp
before they buy, Grossman said. Consumers also have .,
couple of routes to check the vehicle 5 history befni e
buying, using the vehicle identification nunibcr

One is to request a title search of the vehicle
tlu^ough the Motor Vehicle Division's records section
which can provide same-day service if the vehirle has
been titled only in Noah Dakota. Searches involving
out-of-staie titles usually take longer, .said Ly)e Paulsm;
administrator of dealer licensing

An online source of title information is Car Facts, ai
www carfactsreport..com. which charges a $12 50 fee
payable by credit card for a vehicle history.

Now that he's learned a hard lesson, Skrefteberg
said he simply wouldn't buy a car that carries a daniag--
disclosure statement indicating damage

"Wliy would a guy want to put himself througli
that?" he said. "But I guess if you really want to buy it,
you'd better get up to the state (capital) and find out .n.
you can about it."

Value of new limits differs for consumers, businesses
JOE GARDYAS2. Bismarck Tnbunt

From a car buyer's perspective, the vphicle dam-
age disclosure law was weakened last year by the
Legislature, says Keith Kiser, director of the state's
Motor Vehicles Division.

Effective Aug 1, 1997. the Legislature raised the
limit on what must be reported as a damaged vehicle
from $3,000 lo the greater of $6,000 or 40 percent of
the pre-<lainaged v^ue.

Under the law, a seller must provide a damage dis
closure statement attesting to his or her best knowl
edge whether the vehicle has been damaged above
diose limits as a reqMlrfetrtent forthe title to be

, ffliredL - -

"Personally I believe It's leas effective from a con
sumer's perspective, because the thresholds have
been expanded," Kiser said. "It has simply allowed
tnore'damagc to go unreported.

"1 think what they were trying to do was raise the
threshold so that not as many sellers would be
Impacted financially from a damaged vehicle. It
depends on which side of the coin you're on, I guess."

The problem with a flat rate was the relative dif
ference a $3,000 repair is to various vehicleA said
Rep George Keiser of Bismarck.

Three thousand dollars on a little car is one thing;
$3,000 on a Mercedes is a bumper system," he said.
"That law wasn't working well because it didn't dis
criminate between hl^-value and low-value cars."

Keiser had introduced a dlfferem version of the

bill, which failed, that would have Instituted require
ments beyond the 40 percent limit, using a formula
based on the percentage of damage.

That approach would have addressed the lost
value to a seller whose vehicle was damaged in an
accident that may not have been iheir faul', Keiser
said

"To discover that you will have a significant i educ
tion in resale value after an accident is very fr.isUal-
ing," he said "Once a person gets burned on (lost
value), they're calling us as legislators. "

Regardless, Keiser said the revised law is unques
tionably an improvement.

"It just doesn't providethe consumer with as
much protection as I would have preferred," he said.




